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Day 1

Chatting about the SFA 2022 Annual Meeting
09:06:14 From Casey Wooster: Axum is a great one!
09:06:16 From Mary Rubin: I'll try for Foxtail
09:06:29 From Casey Wooster: Oh Foxtail is also great. Forgot about them!
09:07:11 From Janet Naughton: Grumpy Old Man coffee at Expresso Mail is my fave.
09:07:23 From Keila Zayas Ruiz (she/her): I always bring my own tea

Chatting about the Judith Beale Scholarship
(https://floridaarchivists.wildapricot.org/Beale-Scholarship)
09:25:36 From Beth Golding - State Archives of Florida: Please support the Judith Beale Scholarship Fund if you are able!
09:26:25 From John Nemmers (Univ. of Florida): https://floridaarchivists.wildapricot.org/Beale-Scholarship
09:26:31 From Flo Turcotte (she/her) UF: Thank you matching donor!
09:26:38 From Sarah Coates (UF Interim Univ. Archivist): Thanks John--beat me to it!
09:26:56 From Laura Marion (SFA Annual Meeting Chair): Thank you to everyone who's donated! And big thanks to our anonymous donor
09:29:32 From Sarah Coates (UF Interim Univ. Archivist): I'm donating right now!
09:29:32 From Janet Naughton - Palm Beach State College: We got this!
09:29:36 From Janet Naughton - Palm Beach State College: Me too
09:29:42 From Gerri Schaad FL Southern College: we do
09:29:53 From Beth Golding - State Archives of Florida: Thank you to all the donors!!
09:31:15 From Jay Sylvestre (SFA Treasurer) (UM) (he/him): We have now met and exceeded the matching challenge for the Judith Beale Scholarship!
09:31:35 From Beth Golding - State Archives of Florida: WOO-HOO!!!
09:31:42 From Laura Marion (SFA Annual Meeting Chair): Here's a link to the program for everyone:
https://floridaarchivists.wildapricot.org/resources/Documents/Annual%20Meetings/2021%20annual%20mtg%20files/SFA%202021%20Annual%20Meeting%20Program.pdf

State of archives regarding in-person vs. remote as well as remote services

09:33:11 From Dean DeBolt (Univ of West Florida): We are open, here, library staff at 50%, archives by appointment only given the smaller and enclosed reading room

09:33:24 From Janet Naughton - Palm Beach State College: I’m working about 50% from home and teaching Live Online.

09:33:36 From Susan Swiatosz (SFA Membership Chair): UNF is back in the archives, fully open to the public as of July 6

09:34:17 From Dean DeBolt (Univ of West Florida): We are open to all, but again appointments only. Usage stats way down as many of our users were simply walk ins.

09:34:20 From Wzhang, Rollins College: We are still working remotely, will have a meeting next week to discuss.

09:34:20 From Janet Naughton - Palm Beach State College: Students are allowed in the library for study with a COVID-19 waiver (2 hour limit) and archives and stacks closed.

09:35:25 From Hannah Davis (FSU): FSU has been rotating on campus to do work, but our reading rooms haven’t been open. Opening for appointments in June!

09:35:41 From Sarah Coates (UF Interim Univ. Archivist): UF libraries opened to students/faculty/staff in August too

09:36:35 From Wzhang, Rollins College: We allow Rollins students to use archival materials on Monday and Wednesday each week, the rest of the time our reading room is used as a regular classroom due to social distance requirement.

09:37:19 From Jay Sylvestre (SFA Treasurer) (UM) (he/him): UM collections are open a total of 4 days a week by appointment only. Currently only to students staff and faculty, but hoping to expand to external patrons over the summer

09:37:23 From Dean DeBolt (Univ of West Florida): Yes, we get outside researchers, out of state students, local author research, etc. and we are allowing these....library is open to public...still masks and social distancing. Campus is offering COVID shots to students, staff and faculty

09:37:45 From Shannon Schane (Polk State College): Librarians and staff are working 50% from home and 50% on campus. Currently closed to students, but will most likely reopen to students next month.
09:38:11 From Susan Swiatosz (SFA Membership Chair): We've had a number of students and two community patrons. Also, a number of donors meeting us at the library loading dock.

09:38:30 From Jay Sylvestre (SFA Treasurer) (UM) (he/him): Our Special Collections reading room was a classroom for this past academic year. We shared reading room space with our Cuban Heritage Collection colleagues.

09:39:33 From Hannah Davis (FSU): Yes! We got some document cameras and have done a few Zoom appointments.

09:39:36 From Sarah Coates (UF Interim Univ. Archivist): I know some of our curators here at UF have ...

09:40:31 From Janet Naughton - Palm Beach State College: No but I love that idea.

09:41:28 From Hannah Davis (FSU): Absolutely - we have found that our remote services can be bolstered by this type of appointment and hope to continue this service.

09:41:56 From Nicola Hellmann-McFarland: We at UM have done so twice so far. It helps to cover the more broad questions about a collection and how it matches the researcher's interest instead of "item by item" discussion.

09:43:27 From Nicola Hellmann-McFarland: yes:)

09:43:56 From Dean DeBolt (Univ of West Florida): We've talked about having library meetings by zoom/meeting because we still have to cover Archives and physically go to a meeting, causes staffing issues sometimes.

09:44:33 From Sarah Coates (UF Interim Univ. Archivist): If people want to reach out about virtual access/remote reference or exchange ideas about ways to accomplish this, please feel free to chat with me! My email is sarah.coates@ufl.edu.

09:46:39 From Nicola Hellmann-McFarland: We offer proxy research by grad students currently, bc they are allowed on campus as part of the university community. (external researchers are not, yet.)

09:47:03 From Dean DeBolt (Univ of West Florida): Too many of our questions are "google' questions. When did Governor Catts give a speech about education? ... Frustrating.

09:47:01 From Melissa VandeBurgt (FGCU): Rhia, do you charge for that service?

09:47:25 From Hannah Davis (FSU): I'd be interested in anyone's documentation or guidelines about proxy researchers.

09:47:40 From Sarah Coates (UF Interim Univ. Archivist): I've been getting a LOT more reference questions since the pandemic as people have free time and are doing projects.

09:47:43 From Hannah Davis (FSU): We've never set up anything official for proxy researchers!

09:49:03 From Georgen Charnes (SFA Web manager): I've gotten more donations. Love it!

09:49:34 From Rachel Duke: People are cleaning out their attics!

09:49:42 From Rachel S: Yep, and downsizing.
09:49:58 From Rhia Rae: We used to charge when we used materials like CD’s to transfer materials. We don’t charge now. But we are very honest to the amount of material we are able to digitize and provide online

Chatting about the Judith Beale Scholarship (cont.)
09:59:22 From Florence Turcotte (she/her): I was the first recipient of this scholarship and I am happy to contribute to it.

Following Adam and Kristin's Presentation
10:26:53 From Sandra Varry  FSU: We are currently working on a project to identify black faculty and staff as part of a campus wide project.
10:27:07 From Sandra Varry  FSU: Specifically our earliest
10:29:00 From Sandra Varry  FSU: Our students, Black Faculty and Staff Association, and Black Alumni groups are very interested in this as well.
10:29:17 From Keila Zayas Ruiz (she/her): Partnerships are crucial in this work
10:29:33 From Katie McCormick (she/ her/ hers): Totally overwhelming and daunting, but good to lean into the challenge and help each other to do so
10:31:27 From Jolene DuBray, Flagler College Archives: The Proctor Library (Flagler College) is also using Canvas for instruction. I have only made one video for a specific class so far, but it was really simple!
10:32:34 From John Nemmers (Univ. of Florida): Kristin, when someone does discover your module in the commons area and adopts it, do you have a way of knowing that (aside from them contacting you to let you know)?
10:32:36 From Rachel Duke: Blackboard
10:32:41 From Rachel Duke: is the alternate you see
10:33:32 From Adam Hunt (he/him/his): @Rachel or @Rory if you're here, do either of you know?
10:33:41 From Rachel Duke: We don't get notifications, but we do see stats on downloads!
10:33:49 From Rachel Duke: And tell them about your Read Me
10:34:06 From John Nemmers (Univ. of Florida): Thanks! Great job and great project!
11:28:53 From gerrianne schaad: what was the number for Judith beale?

11:29:23 From Jay Sylvestre (SFA Treasurer) (UM) (he/him): Gerri, the donations are currently at $1,125

Following Jay and Elliot's Presentation

11:32:32 From Elliot Williams, UM (he/him): There's a twitter bot for what VE means: https://twitter.com/primoVEnames/

11:32:36 From RWALTON: We have the option but we've held off for a bit, so we hope to learn from the group that will be the guinea pigs on this!

11:33:09 From Nicola Hellmann-McFarland: I feel a Trademark issue coming from this....

11:33:42 From Mary Rubin (SFA Past President & UCF Archivist): Omg, Elliot, that's great

11:36:48 From Shannon Schane (Polk State College): I am leaning towards leaving our collection out of Primo VE for now. We have a link to our FL-Islandora site at the top of Primo VE instead.

11:39:09 From Georgen Charnes (SFA Web manager): We have Koha in the library. I'm looking for a CMS for our photos and am considering Omeka.net. It has to be 100% online.

Regarding the many platforms we all use (emphasis on digital exhibit platforms)

11:39:12 From Susan Swiatoz (SFA Membership Chair): Digital Commons for digital repository; Omeka for digital exhibits; ArchivesSpace for finding aids; LibGuides

11:39:54 From RWALTON: we have 4-5 platforms with our content on it as well (Rollins)

11:40:17 From Jay Sylvestre (SFA Treasurer) (UM) (he/him): UM

Access to Memory (finding aids)
CONTENTdm (digital collections
Eslporo (institutional repository)

11:40:28 From RWALTON: its such a distributed online experience for our users and it's really a shame

11:40:49 From Sandra Varry she/her: I like Omeka, but with the extra plug ins

11:40:52 From Nicola Hellmann-McFarland: Love OMEKA.

11:40:52 From Rhia Rae: I agree Rachel. So hard to explain where patrons should go online

11:41:15 From Elliot Williams, UM (he/him): Love StoryMaps!
11:41:16 From Mary Rubin (SFA Past President & UCF Archivist): My attempt at steering people to our many platforms: https://guides.ucf.edu/scua

11:41:16 From Casey Wooster (UF / Governor's House Library) (Pronouns:She/Her): https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/46ebff983c3749048164f6948036cfef

11:41:20 From Adam Hunt (he/him/his): I've worked with Omeka a lot. +1 Sandra, the plugins are necessary to more with it.

11:41:25 From Mary Rubin (SFA Past President & UCF Archivist): Elliot, I love StoryMaps too!

11:41:26 From RWALTON: Timeline JS and Storymaps JS are equally helpful if you want a free solution

11:41:33 From Susan Swiatosz (SFA Membership Chair): We just started with Omeka but it is working well for us

11:42:50 From Erin Mahaney: A previous institution used a version of this, I believe, particularly for timeline-style exhibits: https://timeline.knightlab.com/#examples

11:43:31 From Beth Golding - State Archives of Florida: State Archives uses Re:discovery software for integrated archival functions (cataloging, patrons, usage, etc.) and Omeka for digital exhibits/resources.


11:44:42 From Casey Wooster (UF / Governor's House Library) (Pronouns:She/Her): @Erin Mahaney The Knightlab is great!

11:44:46 From Karen Urbec (she/her): At Vizcaya we use Re:Discovery Proficio for museum object and archival collections. We also just started with their web module to have collections online. There is an exhibit function with it (on the museum objects side) but we're still figuring it out

11:45:01 From Laura Marion (SFA Annual Meeting Chair): Our Women's History Month StoryMap: https://arcg.is/1rijG40

11:45:18 From Rhia Rae: Mary, are you using exhibitions in BePress?

11:45:39 From RWALTON: YES, as a usability person it is really infuriating!

11:45:56 From Mary Rubin (SFA Past President & UCF Archivist): Rhia, are you referring to the new thing/beta? If yes, but I haven't had time to test - pushing that to mid May

11:46:01 From RWALTON: Rhia, we are looking into that in Bepress this summer!

11:46:13 From Rhia Rae: Rachel, you were next for me to ask.

11:46:20 From RWALTON: Me too Mary! (Rollins)

11:46:26 From Rhia Rae: We are also going to work on it soon

11:46:47 From RWALTON: I'll reach out to both of you on that then - thanks for sharing about that!
11:47:00 From Mary Rubin (SFA Past President & UCF Archivist): Same, Rachel. Rhia, thank you for asking!

11:49:06 From Mary Rubin (SFA Past President & UCF Archivist): Laura, very late. I love your Women's exhibit. I'm working on something similar and I can't wait to share your exhibit with the group

11:49:43 From Laura Marion (SFA Annual Meeting Chair): Thanks Mary! Let me know if you or the group has any questions. We'd be happy to help out

11:50:05 From RWALTON: yes great work Laura!

11:50:43 From John Nemmers (Univ. of Florida): Looks great, Laura!

11:51:36 From RWALTON: it takes incredible technology to replicate the in-person experience -- like Gerri said (detail!)

11:52:08 From Sarah Coates (UF Interim Univ. Archivist): Agreed, Rachel

11:52:23 From Elliot Williams, UM (he/him): Amen, Casey!:-)

11:52:33 From RWALTON: the rare books community has been working on this because they are very interested in the book as object

11:53:12 From RWALTON: you can ZOOM!

11:53:49 From Nicola Hellmann-McFarland: The findings from a report on teaching with primary sources in Special Collections at UM has revealed that students are really impressed with the physical experience of actually holding an item. And it affected the teaching results in a very positive way, according to teachers.

11:53:53 From Adam Hunt (he/him/his): One of the advantages is the collaboration between institutions that a digital exhibit can allow to make connections with materials held in different places.

11:54:06 From RWALTON: Nicola, same experience at Rollins

11:54:33 From Mary Rubin (SFA Past President & UCF Archivist): Just in case you need a laugh (archival meme ahead): https://www.facebook.com/groups/1742162419354971/permalink/2855510041353531/

11:55:17 From Beth Golding - State Archives of Florida: I think both are important and mutually beneficial. It's hard to replicate texture or "presence" online regardless of quality. I think, while the last year has move us further than ever toward online access and services, it's important that we resume encouraging people to experience archives in person - it's analogous to being with your family only on facetime instead of BEING WITH YOUR FAMILY.

11:57:17 From RWALTON: Hybrid collections need hybrid exhibits!
Following Laura’s Presentation
13:13:36 From Laura Hortz Stanton:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/s11tcgt2hvbudp7/AADn9EQ4_kcaM4Z0KyaVn3rwa?dl=0

13:31:59 From Jennifer Andreola (History Factory): We typically work with corporate clients so our stakeholders are slightly different, e.g. communicators, marketers, Legal Department, etc.

14:25:46 From Melissa VandeBurgt (FGCU): Feasibly is so much easier to answer than impact.

14:25:56 From Hannah Davis (FSU): 100% Melissa

14:27:13 From Georgen Charnes (SFA Web manager): If the feasibility is really low (like lack of space), the impact is moot until that changes!

15:29:04 From Laura Hortz Stanton: lhortzstanton@ccaha.org

Day 2
09:07:43 From Laura Marion (Annual Meeting Chair): Good morning everyone! Here's a link to the program for reference: https://floridaarchivists.wildapricot.org/2021-SFA-Annual-Meeting-Program

Pets
09:54:31 From L Kramer: Going back to discussing our pets...our part-timer who is our resident video editor at the Wolfson Archives worked from my house through our pandemic lockdown, and we featured our dogs in an episode of our Behind the Scenes vlog, about remote working: https://youtu.be/8dTrj7i-p0g

09:55:43 From Rhia Rae: Lou, now the cat is out of the bag. We might ask you to make a vlog of SFA pets.

09:56:42 From L Kramer: Our part-timer Andrea would LOVE to do that!!! We even have an episode dedicated to film and video of dogs that show up in our collections...the Dog Vlog. LOL

09:57:10 From Mary Rubin (SFA Past President): Awwww

09:57:18 From Rhia Rae: Oh that is great! Share that one too please


Following Georgen's Presentation:
10:08:47 From Rachel Dobbs: I've tried to transcribe an interview that was made in the 70's and I could hardly make out a word in it so I had to put "unclear" on a lot of it. It's difficult to do
10:12:39 From Patricia: if the person is deceased and you cannot find their family what happens with release?

10:16:35 From Janet Naughton: Georgen, your initiative is so appreciated. It was a massive project and your detailed biographical notes and time stamp ensures access to the research. Thank you for not only doing it but for sharing the technique with all of us.

10:18:26 From Sarah Coates--UF Interim Archivist: The Kentucky Historical Society has a great page of resources for oral history: http://passtheword.ky.gov/resources

10:21:42 From Wexian Zhang (Rollins): How do you deal with information that you know are incorrect in the oral interview?

10:21:47 From Jolene Dubray: If you can't find anyone, would you not put it online?

10:21:48 From Patricia: What if you don't have a release for the deceased interviewee?


10:22:22 From RWALTON: Do you agree to take down content at the request of the interviewee or interviewer, if they change their mind?

10:22:46 From Katie McCormick (she/ her/ hers): The OHA best practices are a great resource. Providing clear contact information and take down information is useful in the cases that there aren't clear consent.

10:23:06 From RWALTON: makes sense, gotta document it!

10:23:25 From Sarah Coates--UF Interim Archivist: +1 Katie

10:25:50 From Janet Naughton: To add to the discussion behind items found in the collection, certain recordings were done for a project as an interview, but not meant to be published online in its entirety.

10:26:48 From Katie McCormick (she/ her/ hers): In the broad scope of oral histories online, there are not many instances of legal cases for take down or libel (again, the OHA has great resources on this). Current practice definitely takes into account the topic (for sensitive issues) but guidance leans towards access with contact and notice - pursuit of permissions for unknown donors and contacts can be really daunting and problematic. Doug Boyd at University of Kentucky has written and spoken about this really thoughtfully.

10:27:48 From RWALTON: YES!

10:30:04 From RWALTON: We recently revised our consent form at Rollins with the approval of legal counsel - it was worth the effort and now we feel more confident going forward

10:32:08 From Katie McCormick (she/ her/ hers): Very cool, I haven't seen that yet. I hope they get the flowchart access working again
10:33:46 From Sarah Coates--UF Interim Archivist: When it's working again, here's the link to the flowchart from the KY Historical Society I mentioned: http://passtheword.ky.gov/pathways-oral-history-access

10:34:45 From Wenxian Zhang (Rollins): Those speakers usually have specific license agreement for recording and public sharing.

10:36:10 From Katie McCormick (she/ her/ hers): If you’re concerned about University support, working with General Counsel on guidelines is very helpful

10:36:43 From Dean DeBolt (Univ of West Florida): I agree with you, David. I would be cautious on controversial materials, but yes, I would be inclined to put off and then beg for forgiveness. the Library's purpose is making materials accessible, that's what we are doing too.

10:36:46 From Katie McCormick (she/ her/ hers): If General Counsel backs you, then you are in good shape. People are people

10:36:56 From Dean DeBolt (Univ of West Florida): I meant put them online

10:37:25 From Sandra Varry  FSU: GC can interpret the copyright issue for you.

10:37:48 From Dean DeBolt (Univ of West Florida): We've tried general counsel on various things and get different opinions from different general counsels.

10:39:09 From Dean DeBolt (Univ of West Florida): It is a risk factor. If you’re going to let them listen to tapes in the office . . .

10:39:26 From Dean DeBolt (Univ of West Florida): then why not access online.

Following Josh's Keynote:

11:06:26 From Shelby Bender: Great source for genealogists are automobile registrations and Josh just mentioned them as I am typing!

11:08:02 From Janet Naughton: Thank you! I use your Florida document collections with my AMH2020 students as primary doc analysis all of the time!

11:11:19 From Janet Naughton: Telling "everyman's" story.

11:14:20 From Patricia: Our cemetery tour is very popular! We also share our collections through a monthly "Tales from the Archives" and similar online publications. We share the 1903-1936 diaries of our Boca Raton pioneer Frank Chesebro via Twitter. Frank "Tweets" his entry from 100 years ago every day. You can follow him by following @bocahistory

11:18:51 From Mary Rubin (SFA Past President): Patricia, I love the Frank Chesebro tweets! https://twitter.com/bocahistory

11:19:38 From Janet Naughton: He's been Tweeting for over five years now!
11:23:29 From RWALTON: Another outreach opportunity/ fun event -- GHOST TOURS! Ask Kelly Larson for ideas - she's done it!

11:26:16 From Janet Naughton: We do themed historic cemetery tours at Woodlawn in West Palm Beach. They are moonlight tours and I do one for Women's History Month, Tradespeople, Children, etc.

11:26:44 From Georgen Charnes (SFA Web manager): I did a cemetery tour in conjunction with a cemetery database and drafted some local actors to dramatize people.

11:27:23 From Boyd Murphree: Have you tied collections to a local historic site such as The Grove, for example, in Tallahassee. And then used that collection as the basis of a talk at that particular site?

11:27:42 From Melissa VandeBurgt (FGCU): I’m already searching on findagrave.com!

11:28:54 From Janet Naughton: I helped ad DAR group do a play about the founding based on historical docs.

11:31:06 From Kelly Larson: Trust is such an important factor.

11:31:30 From RWALTON: One thing we did at Rollins for students -- TRIVIA NIGHT:) kept it fun and light

11:32:39 From Dean DeBolt (Univ of West Florida): I should have submitted a presentation on the online scavenger hunt that I did for library staff using archives photos....well, next time.

---

Business Meeting

13:04:01 From David Benjamin (SFA Vice President): Who created today’s program agenda and had 1.5 hour lunch!

13:10:30 From RWALTON: love the zoom lounges!

13:10:44 From Gerri Fl Southern College: yes love the zoom lounges

13:10:52 From Sarah Coates: The Zoom lounges are so great! Thanks for coordinating them Mary!


13:11:04 From Erin Mahaney: Yes, they were great!

13:11:46 From RWALTON: YES!!!! Thank you

13:20:24 From Laura Marion (Annual Meeting Chair): Thank you Georgen! We've really given her a mountain of work turning this conference virtual

13:21:47 From Georgen Charnes (SFA Web manager): I put the new one up today.

13:37:58 From Sandra Varry she/her: Jay can just be Treasurer forever ;)

13:41:16 From Rhia Rae: The Jay and Elliott Show starring David Benjamin keeps getting better

13:42:00 From Jay Sylvestre (SFA Treasurer) (he/him): Expectations for this show are high!

13:42:40 From Sarah Coates: THANK YOU to Laura, Tyeler, and David for putting this awesome conference together!

13:43:48 From RWALTON: Fantastic virtual meeting - really been a highlight of my week!

13:43:56 From Sarah Coates: And a BIG thank you to all of the committee members and volunteers!

13:46:31 From Tyeler McLean (SFA President): Congrats, Krystal!!

13:46:35 From Erin Mahaney: Congratulations!!!

13:46:36 From Sarah Coates: Congrats to Krystal!!!!!

13:46:42 From Georgen Charnes (SFA Web manager): Great Krystal!

13:46:49 From L Kramer: Congratulations!

13:46:50 From Laura Marion (Annual Meeting Chair): Congratulations Krystal!

13:46:50 From Katie McCormick (she/ her/ hers): CONGRATULATIONS, KRYSTAL!!!

13:47:00 From Janet Naughton: Yay!! Congratulations Krystal!

13:47:01 From Katie McCormick (she/ her/ hers): Figment is excited too!

13:47:02 From David Benjamin (SFA Vice President): Yes Krystal!

13:47:02 From RWALTON: Such a mentor to me!!! Love Krystal!

13:47:03 From Florence Turcotte (she/her): congratulations, Krystal!

13:47:12 From Gerri Fl Southern College: Congratulations Krystal

13:48:01 From RWALTON: Krystal is such a good collaborator and leader - so well deserved!

13:48:56 From Mary Rubin: She participated in two of SFA’s webinars during Archives Month too! YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6KIHrlGhuyxm-G-TML_grw

13:49:56 From Rachel Duke: A great colleague all the time, but a lifesaver in pandemic mode!
13:51:24 From Hannah Davis (FSU): KRYSTAL! KRYSTAL! KRYSTAL!!!!!
13:51:39 From Mary Rubin: KRYSTAL! KRYSTAL! KRYSTAL!!!
13:52:00 From Susan Swiatosz (SFA Membership Chair): Yay Krystal!
13:52:30 From Hannah Davis (FSU): WE LOVE YOU KRYSTAL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13:52:44 From Sarah Coates: Well deserved and congrats again!!!
13:53:01 From Rachel Duke: 🌸🌺🌼🌺🌸🌺🌸🌺🌸🌺火花🌸🌺🌼🌺火花🌸🌺
13:53:10 From Rachel Duke: ^^ flowers
13:53:22 From Sandra Varry she/her: 🌸🌺🌼🌺火花🌸🌺🌼🌺火花🌸🌺
13:53:23 From Katie McCormick (she/ her/ hers): Amazing leadership in collaboration and creative problem solving. Krystal, thank you for all you do!!!
13:53:33 From Sandra Varry she/her: Thanks Rachel!
13:55:18 From Rhia Rae: Congratulations Krystal!

SFA 2022 Annual Meeting in Orlando (during Business Meeting)
14:04:35 From Mary Rubin: Co-Chairs Mary Rubin from UCF and Sarah Coates from UF as well as David Benjamin from UCF, Rachel Walton from Rollins, Whitney Broadaway from the Orange County Regional History Center, and Erin Mahaney, an Independent Contractor.
14:04:42 From Sandra Varry she/her: The past annual meeting chair always gets pulled in, so might as well make it official
14:04:44 From Mary Rubin: + Laura Marion, UF

SEAA (during Business Meeting)
14:11:01 From Sarah Coates: https://www.facebook.com/SEAssoc/
Tyeler’s Gift of a "Get Out of Jail Free" Card (during Business Meeting)
14:12:23 From Georgen Charnes (SFA Web manager): Committees:
https://floridaarchivists.wildapricot.org/committees/
14:12:23 From Sarah Coates: THANK YOU Tyeler!!!!!!
14:12:36 From Jay Sylvestre (SFA Treasurer) (he/him): Thank you Tyeler!!
14:13:05 From Wenxian Zhang (Rollins): Thanks Tyeler for your SFA leadership and great work!
14:13:34 From Jay Sylvestre (SFA Treasurer) (he/him): David told me about the card, I should have
known better than to doubt it was real
14:13:39 From Hannah Davis (FSU): Hooray Tyeler!!!
14:13:40 From Dean DeBolt (Univ of West Florida): Tyeler will have to take a CHANCE on that

About the SFA Journal
14:15:58 From RWALTON: https://journals.flvc.org/sfaj/
14:17:18 From Dean DeBolt (Univ of West Florida): I would be happy to review submissions. I already
help review submissions for the American Archivist, but these are occasional.
14:17:44 From RWALTON: https://journals.flvc.org/sfaj/about
14:19:44 From John Nemmers: Rachel and Kelly and the entire SFAJ team are terrific!!!
14:19:50 From RWALTON: https://journals.flvc.org/sfaj/about#h73sk1jd198uschhk1gltwce89x9cg
14:20:51 From Mary Rubin: "In addition, the Past President of SFA will also serve as a Peer Reviewer, in
order to ensure Executive Board participation in the journal review process." lol first I'm hearing of this...
Good luck, Tyeler!:D
14:21:55 From Sandra Varry she/her: +1 Mary!
14:24:52 From Tyeler McLean (SFA President): I was actually considering volunteering so it works out
that I am a peer reviewer in my capacity as Past President.
14:25:03 From Mary Rubin: Woohoo!
14:28:39 From John Nemmers: A regular Airing of Grievances column
14:28:46 From Sandra Varry she/her: +1
14:28:56 From Sarah Coates: it would have to be anonymous
14:29:00 From Laura Marion (Annual Meeting Chair): yes
14:29:01 From Casey Wooster (UF/Governor’s House Library) (Pronouns: She/Her): Hahaha yes, please
14:29:15 From Cara DeSimone (NPS/term): literally "Dear John" letters:D

14:29:20 From Florence Turcotte (she/her): John could be the editor of Grievances

14:29:25 From Sarah Coates: YES Cara!

14:37:33 From Wenxian Zhang (Rollins): So nice to see everyone virtually:-)

14:38:21 From Erin Mahaney: It's really good to see everyone.

Day 3

State of archives regarding in-person vs. remote as well as remote services (cont.)

09:04:05 From Sarah Coates: UF is done. April 30 was our last exam

09:04:34 From Sarah Coates: Remote and f2f

09:04:46 From Jay Sylvestre (SFA Treasurer) (he/him): I think UM is both remote and F2F

09:07:05 From Katie McCormick (she/ her/ hers): FSU still has a hybrid mix, with an increase of in person classes and services over the course of the summer. Summer C (which starts in mid-June) is a target for near “normal”. Fall will be back to full in person class schedule, no classroom distancing, Libraries at full service. We don’t know yet the impact of the Governor’s order rescinding the local mask ordinance.

09:12:42 From Katie McCormick (she/ her/ hers): Awesome work, Laura and the Annual Meeting group! Thank you!!

09:13:16 From Gerrianne Schaad: and the sponsorships!

09:13:40 From Jay Sylvestre (SFA Treasurer) (he/him): Laura and Tyeler did an amazing job shifting gear! There was a ton of behind the scenes work dealing with the hotel and Flagler College

09:13:43 From Sarah Coates: Thank you to everyone on the annual meeting committee for all of your hard work! This has been an excellent conference!

09:14:52 From Laura Marion (Annual Meeting Chair): Thanks for the kind words everyone! We can’t wait to see you all next year in Orlando!

09:40:35 From Laura Marion (Annual Meeting Chair)::)

09:41:20 From Laura Marion (Annual Meeting Chair): Love the St. Augustine photos Katharine!!
Following Katharine's Presentation:
09:44:12 From georgen: Do you have a link to the genealogy resource?

09:45:05 From Casey Wooster: Excellent presentation! Thank you for sharing your work.

09:46:13 From Sarah Coates: I’m sitting here thinking about doing similar names of buildings and who they’re named for on academic campuses too.....

09:46:39 From Tyeler McLean (SFA Past President, she/her): Same, Sarah. I want to do it for my own interest.

09:48:08 From Katharine Labuda: https://obituaryindex.mdpls.org

Following the Rev's Presentation
10:48:41 From L Kramer: I need to visit Revs Institute...I’m in Naples quite a bit!

10:48:51 From Kimberly Logan-Hynes: Excellent presentation!! Nice work!! I downloaded the app too, can’t wait to visit with my teen son...

10:49:15 From Ximena Valdivia: Do you have to resize the images to be able to use them for the apps?

10:49:36 From Susan Swiatosz: I downloaded it too. Revs is always on the cutting edge. really cool.

10:51:09 From Elliot Williams (he, him): This was a great talk! Thank to all three of you. I hadn't heard of the Reconcile-csv service for OpenRefine - looks like a really helpful way to supplement the vocabulary control tools in CONTENTdm. I'm excited to try that out!

10:53:06 From Sandra Varry  she/her: Revs is a really amazing place. Great presentation.

10:58:07 From Mary Rubin: Besides converting to JPG, do you also make any other alterations (like lowering dpi, standard length for an edge, etc.)?

11:03:36 From Nicola Hellmann-McFarland: I’m stuck in the Matterport 3D feature.... it’s wonderful.

11:05:38 From Shannon Schane (Polk State College): The images are all fantastic.

11:05:41 From Nicola Hellmann-McFarland: Thank you, Revs

During Trivia / Wrap Up Session:
11:35:06 From Susan Swiatosz: You guys did such a great job. Thank you!

11:35:18 From Sandra Varry she/her: Good work all!

11:35:47 From Elliot Williams (he, him): I would not have been able to come in person, so there is definitely a benefit for those of us far away to join!

11:35:54 From Rhia: Thank you for all your hard work. I know how much you all put into the planning and execution. It was great!

11:36:39 From Rhia: the Jay and Elliott show can continue

11:36:55 From Katharine Labuda: Y'all did such a great job! This has been really fun and valuable, I’m so glad we were able to have a conference this year - it was missed last year!

11:38:10 From Sandra Varry she/her: It went fine - I don’t think it was fraught with tech issues at all.

11:38:10 From Susan Swiatosz: I really liked that you left us with breaks, so we weren't overwhelmed.

11:38:28 From Mary Rubin: I also liked/needed the breaks!

11:38:32 From Sandra Varry she/her: Yes - need the break times

11:38:45 From Kimberly Logan-Hynes: I’m new too and this was a great introduction to the organization

11:39:40 From Shannon Schane (Polk State College): Loved the conference! Only hiccup was having to attend at work. The phone would ring during the best parts!

11:39:42 From Sandra Varry she/her: I think we skip the silent auction (lots of work) and just do it telethon style the whole next meeting. Maybe a neon sign in the corner somewhere ;)

11:40:03 From Erin Mahaney: Thank you for keeping track Jay!

11:40:06 From Susan Swiatosz: Yes, really good idea

11:42:58 From Jay Sylvestre (SFA Treasurer) (he/him): Flo was the first scholarship winner?

11:44:27 From Tyeler McLean (SFA Past President, she/her): The list is on the site: http://www.florida-archivists.org/Beale-Scholarship Flo was the first winner

11:49:59 From Mary Rubin: Great job!

11:50:04 From Erin Mahaney: Thank you for a great conference! It was so good to see everyone.

11:50:08 From Elliot Williams (he, him): This has been a great meeting! Huge thanks to everyone who organized it. It’s been lovely to see y’all!

11:50:56 From Shannon Schane (Polk State College): Thank you to everyone on the Conference Committee!

11:51:04 From Rachel Dobbs: Thank you for a good conference. This has been enjoyable:)